Design your own
board game!
On the next page is a board game for you to print out and play! If
you don't have a printer you can make your own. Here is how:
Grab some paper and drawing materials.
Draw out your board game on the paper. You can make it look
like mine or different.
Colour in each square. I repeated blue, yellow, red and green.
Add the START and FINISH.
Now for the fun bit! Make up actions for some of the squares. I
have both good and bad actions. The good actions let you move
forward. The bad actions either send you back or skip a turn.
What good and bad actions can you come up with?
For another challenge you can also make cards. The cards can be
used if you land on a certain colour. Cards can have actions like;
swap places with another player
skip a turn
go back however many spaces you rolled on the dice
have a double turn
double the number on the dice and go forward
the cards could also have questions that the player has to get
correct to move forward. The questions could be a math
problem, like what is 5X7? If the player gets it wrong they skip
a turn or move backwards.
what other actions can you come up with?
Make a dice and counters for players and have fun!
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If you want to make
your own dice, try
drawing it out on paper
with a ruler. Make sure
each square is the
same size. For example
5cmx5cm.

Colour and cut
out the
counters for
each player.

